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Details of Visit:

Author: BigginFill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 5 Feb 2024 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 260
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

For me this was the new location for MKE. Nicely discreet. Big room, very accomodating

The Lady:

Katrina - Blonde, slim and perfectly formed. Very fit and firm body.
Cindy - Not great with women's sizes but I'd punt at a 12. Firm, smooth skin and magnificent big,
heavy boobs

The Story:

This was an off-the-cuff visit and it didn't disappoint. I settled in the room after which Katrina and
Cindy entered with my coffee. Both wearing skimpy bra and panties and nothing else.

I undressed whereupon the girls stood either side of me and greeted me with caresses and kisses.
It wasn't long before the underwear was cast aside and we were all naked. Often with a threesome
one of the girls takes control and this was Katrina. She drove the session throughout, and boy can
this girl drive ... to Formula 1 standard!

Katrina was incredibly affectionate wanting and encouraging DFK. Less so Cindy but what Katrina
did with her tongue and lips, Cindy make up for with her hands and fantastic boobs, lots of boob
brushing and reach unders. They stood beside me, then in front and behind me, Katrina kissing me
whilst Cindy rubbed her boobs against me whilst her hands roamed all over. They both felt fantastic
as my hands explored them both. My legs were buckling and shaking with the attention, so much so
that we soon moved on to the bed.

I alternated between sucking Cindy's boobs and kissing Katrina, before Katrina asked me to give
her oral. She sat on my face and tasted delicious. All the while she encouraged me and told me
which spots to hit. At the same time Cindy gave me covered oral to an excellent standard. Katrina
came with my tongue buried deep inside her very wet pussy. She took a breather then the girls
swapped and I got to taste Cindy whilst playing with her big heavy boobs. Katrina's oral technique
more than matched Cindy's. After a while Katrina decided she wanted me inside her so she
straddled and took me in, grinding down hard on me. I didn't want to come this early so
concentrated on giving Cindy the best oral I could, but it wasn't too long before I surrendered to
Katrina's brilliant technique and filled the bag whilst deep inside her.
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We were only about half way through the hour, but there was no way Katrina was going to allow a
lull in proceedings. As I lay spent on the bed, Katrina took Cindy by the hand and they stood at the
end of the bed. They wrapped around each other and began to kiss. Cindy had been a little reticent
to DFK me but she had no issue doing it with Katrina. In turn they sucked each others boobs before
slipped down each others body and gave the other oral. Watching the two of them kiss so
passionately had the old fella recover in record time. Being the total pro she is, Katrina noticed and
they both rejoined me on the bed.

The rest of the session was a bit of a blur. I know they both gave me covered oral and I came again,
but sorry folks, I can't remember if it was whilst Katrina or Cindy were sucking me. I think Cindy may
also have ridden me, but the hour was so action packed I'd lost my sense of memory.

This was an amazing session. Katrina is incredible. Sadly she's off home for a few months, but I
urge anyone to keep an eye out for her return. She stayed with me in the room whilst Cindy left us
and we chatted as we got dressed. When it was time to leave she cuddled me again and we kissed
a deep kiss. As I left the building through the reception area Cindy, wrapped in just a towel,
bounced up to me and gave me a kiss goodbye. All I can say is, after this experience it won't be
goodbye it is simply "au revoir". When I've had threesomes before, I've thought "that was good, let's
try some other fishes in the deep blue sea" ... not this time! I will definitely book Katrina and Cindy
again. Fantastic!!! If the recommendation drop down box had a "Yes" option with about 8
exclamation marks, I would have chosen it.
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